
MANIFEST

SUCCESS
IN5 EASY 

STEPS



What is
MANIFESTATION?
Simply put, manifestation is the power of attraction.

Our thoughts create energy and that energy

attracts it's likeness. 

 

Do you ever have a day where things start to annoy

you and before you know it, your whole day just

sucks? And no matter how hard you try, you can't

stop thinking about all the bad things that just keep

happening?

 

Well, that constant negative focus attracts those

negative outcomes. 

 

This guide will provide 5 Steps to draw your

attention back to conquering your goals so you

can achieve success.



1STEP
WHAT DO YOU WANT

Identify what you really want, then make it

specific. Use details to outline how you will

achieve what you want.

 

EXAMPLE:

You identify that you want a raise at work. Now,

outline how you are going to make that happen.

Will you research other positions similar to yours

with a higher salary and present that information

to your boss? Will you identify your strengths and

how you have improved in your current position

that is deserving of a raise? 

 

WRITE DOWN YOUR "WHAT & HOW"

You are 42% more likely to achieve your goals

when you write them down.

 



2STEP
VISUALIZE

Take time to "imagine" your success.  Try a 10

minute meditation break to simply relax and

imagine your success coming to fruition. 

 

Personally, I like to Google relevant images and

just browse through the images and visualize

myself within the image.

 

Some people like to print images or motivational

phrases and create a "vision board" that highlights

their goals for success. 

 

However you visualize, tell yourself that it can and

will be yours!

 



3STEP
TAKE ACTION

A common misconception with manifestation is that

ALL things just "happen". Unfortunately, that's not the

case. There is some work involved. BUT, you did

most of the work in Steps 1 and 2!

 

You identified your "What & How" and you worked to

visualize your goals  being achieved. 

 

Now you have to DO. Take your "How" and put it into

action. Have you scheduled the meeting with your

boss to discuss the raise? Did you research relevant

salaries to review? Did you outline your strengths

and improvements that are deserving of a raise?

 

This is where most people get stuck. Don't let that be

you! This is your life, you decide how you will live

your life and you determine your success.

 



4STEP
GRATITUDE

Practicing gratitude is not a natural thing for many people.

It's very easy to get caught up in our negative  thoughts.

Gratitude allows you to connect with negative outcomes in

a positive manner so you can continue to achieve your

goals with confidence.

 

Example

So you scheduled the appointment with your boss to

discuss your raise and you presented all of your research

and they still said "no".  Most people would end their journey

right then  but NOT you.  

 

To stay on your journey of positively enforced

manifestation, take the opportunity to thank your boss for a

chance to review your experience and value to the

company. Ask if there are things you can improve upon and

schedule another review for the near future. You are in

charge of your future. If the door is not opening the way you

want it to, try another door.

 



5STEP
Believe You Can & You Will

Obviously if your goal is to turn into a pigeon, this

method does not apply. Our will is powerful, not

magical.

 

It's natural to have self-doubt but if you let yourself

wallow in self-doubt, you will never achieve your

goals. Self-doubt, negative thoughts, and limiting

beliefs prevent you from "doing".

 

When self-doubt, negative thoughts, and limiting

beliefs sneak into your conscience, try this...

1. Write down what your doubt is.

2. List 3 reasons why that doubt is unfounded.

3. List 2 ways you will overcome that doubt.

4. BAM! you've now turned something negative

into a positive!

 

 



WORKSHEET
SELF-DOUBT 

1. Write down your doubt.

2. List 3 reason why the doubt is unfounded.

3. List 2 ways you will overcome your doubt



MASTER
MANIFESTATION

Congratulations! You've done it!

You are on your way to becoming a

Manifestation  Master! Use these steps to

stay focused on conquering your goals

and achieving your version of success;

whatever that may be!

 

Use the Self-Doubt Worksheet to

overcome obstacles that keep you from

achieving your goals. In no time, positive

thinking and positive energy will become

second nature and you will be a

Manifestation Master!


